FROM VACNACY TO RUIN
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“How can the relation [architecture and law] be experienced as
other than naively negative, whereby architecture ‘creates’ and
law ‘limits’?. - Thanos Zartaloudis”
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The concept of Urban Protocol names a
strategy concerning the condition of Athens
today. It would serve as an experimental
pseudo-methodology that faces the condition of the
city.
A city is conceived as a system of coexistence and its
legislative system is already old. This is a call for a new
legislative phase for the city of the future.
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#0001VACANCY

//VACANCY - Wanted in Athens
Along with a deepening humanitarian crisis, a bankrupt state and thousands of refugees trapped in Greece, one of the biggest problems in
Athens right now is its empty and neglected buildings. Data from the
National statistics office show that there are an average of 30% empty
houses in the municipality of Athens with 20-50% empty shops in various
neighbourhoods, and 25% population drop since 1981. Even recently
as population started to rise again as young creatives floak into the city
due to its cheap rent, buildings across all neighbourhoods sit in a state of
despair; too expensive to fix, too expensive to rebuild. How will Athens
deal with the rise of urban ruin amidst its come back?
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Paradox of monstrous
functionality
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//Athens in Ruins
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#0001VACANCY

THE BLOOM //Uncontrolled growth
In the postwar period, Athens flourished and grew denser, the city
changed both aesthetically and functionally but at a cost, common
space/public spaces were sold off to building housing of crowded cells,
leaving city dwellers in a state of hyper density without common communal space.

Fascism

19th
Century
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Rapid Growth
1950

Neo-classical
WWII

TIMELINE

Now a large chunk of housing in Athens are abandoned and left to become ruins, accelerated cheap housing in a city of economic uncertainty
means it’s now far more expensive to restore the buildings to a living
condition in comparison to its market value.

2000

1990

Hyper Density

Neglect/Abandoned

13

Huge vacancy and
degradation of cheap
buildings

Polykatoikia
Quickly constructed apartment
blocks mostly outside of regulation
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[GROWTH] //Hyper-density
Post war 1940 - Early 1990

Antiparochi

POP.
YEAR

1940
1950
1970
1980
1990

CITY
481,225

METRO
1,124,109

559,250

1,368,142

867,023

2,101,103

885,737

3,369,443

772,072

3,523,407

Polykatoikia

Rapid Growth
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Ownership

Antiparochi

De-construction

De-regularisation

Rapid Growth

Antiparochi system in the 1960s allowed a landower to turn over the plot to a contractor,
in order to build a multi-storey apartment blocked in exchange for an agreed number of
apartments in the finished building. 90% of them were built with the system of antiparochi.
The great interior migration wave plus the casualties of the war, counting thousands of
demolished houses, urged for a fast mass housing program. With favourable tax rates, this
was a State directive to incentivize and promote the construction sector as its basic productive activity that in the following decades leveraged the Greek economy, it was tolerant
to illegal buildings, accommodating with building quality control, and also favourable tax
towards new builds by imposing high tax on property transfers on existing buildings, with
almost no tax for land owners building new apartments.
Public spaces are now non-existant but instead sits empty apartment blocks, too run down
to live, to expensive to maintain
This ended in 2016 with higher taxes but the damage to the urban environment was already done.
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Polykatoikia

Dom-inos

Sneaky Construction

Reverse Ruins

The concrete frame became synonymous with construction, spreading from the center to
the countryside in the form of 2–3 story concrete frame mini-polykatoikias. In the 80s and
thanks to legal loopholes, one could proceed with construction of such a building even without a building permit, if the structural frame of the building was completed in two levels. In
short, if you wanted to build on land that was not zoned for building and you didn`t have
the money for a permit, all you had to do was build a concrete frame quickly without getting caught in the process. This resulted in hundreds and maybe thousands of Dom-ino-style
concrete frames going up under cover of night, and then becoming as iconic as any classical
ruin. These frames where almost never properly finished as buildings, because the law said
to have two floors of frame and people could only afford to complete one floor. So to be
legal in an illegal way, Greeks semi-inhabited these sometimes completely unfinished frames
as one would inhabit a tree or a cave. With a few sheets of wind-resistant fabric, some
planks of wood and scrap material, and the concrete frame becomes a “summer house.”
One could say that these frames are ruins in reverse.
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Ownership

Ownership Group 01

Ownership Group 02

Ownership Group 03

Ownership Group 04

Ownership Group 05

Vertical Stratification

Horizontal Ownership

The idea behind Polykatoikia was to enable the coexistence of all the social classes in the
center of the city by enabling a vertical social stratification where the rich lived in the upper
levels and the poor lived on the lower levels.
The architectural expression of polykatoikia ranges from the luxurious 30s ones built by
and for the bourgeoisie, to the 2 storeys humble, unadorned, small scale polykatoikia of
50s, to the cheap 70s 5-7 floors constructions, which make up the majority of them, to
newly built 10 storeys of 90s’ and 00s’ pro-crisis euphoria.
Horizontal Ownership is established when the owner of a building divides it in more than
one independent properties, attributing a specific percentage of co-ownership on the plot
and the building’s common parts. The most common type of horizontal property is the one
established in buildings with more floors where each floor or each apartment in each floor
constitutes a separate horizontal property with a certain percentage on the plot and the
building’s common areas which are co-owned by the owners of the apartments/horizontal
properties.
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[DECAY] //Vacancy
Early 1990 - Present
Tisimil is nusantis aut ma sundi idunt facearum andelique vellenis eatemquat alit ident quiaspitis aut rehende quis a nonsequo esequo cusdaes
que persped quo tecaborehent rent as as aspedis ut ute pliquib eariam
quia con nitae. Et es voloreium demodisi blandae ptatus.

POP.
YEAR

1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

CITY
867,023

METRO
2,101,103

885,737

3,369,443

772,072

3,523,407

745,056

3,761,810

664,046

3,737,550

Vacancy

Vacancy
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Empty Housing
Vacancy

Empty Retail
Map illustrating the percentage of empty
retail space on the ground floor in comparison to the total built retail space at the
same level.

Main property ownership of existing buildings in the city centre are micro-ownership
and multi-ownership, where majority of the
buildings/living spaces are co-owned. In
a total of 1650 buildings studied, the average number of co-owners is 3v2 people
per building, this leads to their depreciation, mainly due to difficulties in management and maintenance.
Consequently, due to the economic crisis
and the deteration of the buildings, homeowners/investors assets have been significantly de-valued.

In some areas of the city centre, unoccupied premises reach up to 40% of the total
built surface of ground floor shops.

Around 60% of the buildings in the city
centre has reached such a degree of dilapidation that renovatio cost is much higher
than the buildings market value.

CITY CENTRE

CITY CENTRE

Map illustrating the percentage of empty ground
floor retail space within the city centre of Athens

Map illustrating the percentage of empty upper
floor private housing within the city centre of Athens
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0%
Up to 25%
Up to 50%
Up to 75%
Up to 99%

0%
Up to 25%
Up to 50%
Up to 75%
Up to 99%

100%

100%
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HOUSING //Stats and analysis
[Oikopedo]
Land for building an oikos (house) Every piece of urban land in Greek is
termed ‘oikopedo’, which means land purposed for building. The term
points out building’s preponderance over public space in urban practice
and Greek culture.
[Polytkatoikia]
Polykatoikia is a relatively cheap construction of reinforced concrete
with a flat roof filled with brick, the facade is devoid of any decoration,
all surfaces are flat and only shaped with the grid form of openings and
doorways, as well as the rolls of balconys which creates a rhythemic pattern across the axis of the streetscape. They usually have 4-7 floors with
shops on the ground floor, they are devoid of any architectural design
but instead was built with max space efficiency in mind. The average size
of a 3 person apartment is 74sqm.
[Akalyptos]
Akalyptos is the empty space inbetween the flats with in the Polykatoikia;
the courtyard. This is usualy the space left over when the max building
coverage is used, the space has to be uncovered but due to the fact that
it has no value to developers, the space is normally left empty/abandoned with a few sporadic greenery. in 1955 the building coverage ratio
was at 70%.

TYP. Flat

2.55

m2 of green space per
resident in Athens (1994)

9.00

m2 of green space per
resident in London (1994)
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Akalyptos
Land Bank
TYP. Polykatoikia

STAT.
municipality of Athens

70%

30%

% of residents that live in
polykatoikias built before
1980
% of newly built
apartments on the 1st
& 2nd floor that are too
expensive for the area

27%

42%

34.6
25%

15%

18%

31%

% of empty buildings too
close to trainlines/ train
station
% of semi-basement on
narrow streets with no
courtyard
% of houses under
preservation with high cost
of restoration

% of overcrowding
(Average)
% of overcrowding
(poor households; income
< 60% of median national)
Average sqm per resident

56%

% of home ownership
(data for inhabited houses)

50%

% of vacant shops in the
extended centre of Athens

60%

% of buildings that have
higher renovation cost
than their current market
value

% of vacant dwellings

TYP. spatial layout of Polykatoikia

Ground level

Upper level
Private

Public
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//In the period from
2010-2013 43% of all
retail businesses in this
neighbourhood closed
down. The area has 453
vacant ground floor
premises, 86 vacant
blocks (mainly single or
double storey buildings)
and 21 vacant plots of
land.

29 EXARCHEIA

//The region is famous
as a home for Greek anarchists and is know for
23 KOUKAKI
the 2008 Greek riots.

43% of retail closed
from 2010-2013

KOUKAKI

Plot 29

EXARCHIA

NEIGHBOURHOOD ANALYSIS OF RET

//In the period from
2010-2013 45% of all
retail businesses in this
neighbourhood closed
down. There are around
375 vacant ground floor
premises and 156 unused
buildings.
//The collapse was
partly the result of the
depression of the car
market, which used to
flourish on Syggrou
avenue

Plot 23

CHEIA

#0001VACANCY

23 KOUKAKI
45% of retail closed
from 2010-2013

11 KYPSELI
24

3

METAXOURG

29 EXARCHEIA

23 KOUKAKI

//In the period from 20102013 40% of all retail
businesses in this neighbourhood closed down.
Most of the closure were
on secondary commercial roads rather than the
main pedestrian area of
Agia Zoni and Drospoulou
street

CHEIA

23 KOUKAKI

METAXOURGEIO

Plot 11

Drosp

oulou

Street

//The Municipal Market
of Kypseli started in 1930
and has operated as a
food market until 2003
where it then closed
down, in 2006 the building became a squatters
quarter (open municipal
market squat).

40% of retail closed
from 2010-2013

11 KYPSELI

3

Plot 03

3

METAXOURGEIO
//In the period

from 20102013 23% of all retail
businesses in this neighbourhood closed down.
The area least affected is
on Agisilaou street where
there are mainly wholesalers, (whom only appeared
in this area in the last 15
years).
//In recent years abandoned buildings are
becoming home to art
galleries, bars and restuarants, as well as its own
carnival parade.

METAXOURGEIO

23% of retail closed
from 2010-2013

25

Four example neighbourhoods in Athens and
their loss in retail from 2010 to 2013

KYPSELI

TAIL VACANCY BETWEEN 2010 - 2013

#0001VACANCY
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[LIMBO] //Spatial Transitioning of a Shrinking City
Buildings especially in the city centre of athens are in a poor state of
maintenance, they are energy-intensive. Due to high restoration/modernisation costs, high degree of co-ownership and low rents, they are
constantly devalued and gradually abandoned. The current institutional
framework makes any intervention in muti-ownership buildings almost
impossible, even if institutional change happens, the current market
value of these properties are far lower than the cost of restoring them to
a living standard. Therefore turning ‘Vacancy’ into ‘Ruin’.
The formation of a positive feedback look where the urban environment
is degraded because of abandoned buildings and the buildings are
abandoned because of the degradation of the urban environment. The
phenomenon is gradually spreading throughout the city, with multiple
economic and social consequences
[Land Bank]
Land banks are community owned space that has been abandoned and
neglected with a single purpose to restore, manage and maintain for
public use. This was designed as a way to bring interest back into disused buildings.

A new social contract should be invented that once more could incentivize the syne
citizens to produce urban space, as antiparochi did some years ago and through wh
ern Athens was built. Exchanges of land, property, work and expertise should be en
again on the basis of an informal legal protocol.

28

ergies of
hich modnabled

Continuous decay as a positive
feedback loop

Vacancy into ruin, lives into
monuments. Athens the
city of ruins
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30

31

The ‘Ruin’ can be described as a building in transition from
the manmade to earth.

AT H E N S
‘ R U I N S ’
R UI N S & MONU ME NT S
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[TIME] //The tension between ruins & monuments
through time

A ruin is typically understood to be an edifice that is no longer in use,
which assumes that the monument and the ruin are separated by time.
Instead considering an alternative understanding; Rather than beginning
as a monument and progressing into ruin, architecture conceived, designed and occupied as a monumental ruin is one of the most
innovative and enduring themes in architectural practice and discourse.
The attention to monumentality was a reaction to modernism’s failure
to gain widespread respect and articulate societal values, as well as a
need to represent democracy in the face of totalitarian regimes that had
adeptly exploited monumentality

Earth

Ruin as
Monument

Puesdo
Monument

Modern Ruin
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DEF.

Time
Without Time

Monument

SEMANTICS

LOCATION

MATERIAL
Ruin

Built

Ruin

Earth

TIME

Ruins are half buildings and half piles of earth;
they are half structure and half random accumulations of building materials. Ruins are midway to being piles of dirt.

Ruin

35

Ruin

A ruin without time is a psuedomonument

Ruin

A monument with time will eventually turn into a ruin

A monument is a ruin without time
but with use

Ruin

Monument

A ruin is a monument with time but
without use

SCALE

TIME
Monument

#0002RUIN

[CURRENT] //Modern ruins & monuments of
Athens

If we see the building facade as a ruin in Athens, then the spaces within
can be defined as monuments, and everything we do on a daily basis
living in the space can be turned into a monument; the monumentality of
modern Athenian life.
I argue that the city in its physical form is more and more detached to
Athenian life

Divide Between Athenians And Their Own City
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PEOPLE OF ATHENS

CITY OF ATHENS

High
vacancy
rates
after
the
greatdepression
depression
High
vacancy
rates
after
the
great

Buildings
Forfor
Tourists
Are
Buildings
tourists
areMaintained
maintainedAnd
andRenovated
renovated

Unemployment
Unemployment

Tourists
Tourists

Social
Social Hierarchy
hierarchy

Buildings
Abandoned
BuildingsFor
forAthenians
AtheniansLeft
left abandoned
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Homelessness
Homelessness

High renovation
High
Renovationcost
Cost

Abandonment
Abandonment

AthensLeft
leftAs
as A
a Modern
modern ruin
Athens
Ruin
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[VISUAL] //Visual representations of ‘Ruins’ from
an outside perspective

All ways to take a ruin into Limbo, different ways of experiencing an Ruin
takes the ruin into a state of stasis, manipulating the ruin creates forced
perspectives and in a way, an illusion of perfection; romantacising the
ruin.
The Ruin, viewd as an image is often glorified, its manipulated to create
a spectacle. its viewed by the facade and the space is either distorted,
untrue or forgotten. What the image portrayal of a ruin is doing is romantacising the architecture that is now past its use.

TOURIST

38

39

VIRTUAL
PHYSICAL

PHOTO

ETCHING

#0002RUIN

[DRAWING] //Repetition in drawing
[Piranesi]
The way Piranesi portrays ruin is through manipulated perspective to
control its visual impact on the viewer. The artist’s manipulation of reality,
referring mostly to exaggeration of scale, moving buildings to suit the
composition, falsifying proportions between the human figure and the
monuments, or perspective foreshortening.

Apply the ground - Draw the design on to plate
- Use solvent to dissolve the ground - Use spiri
press the plate to paper - Repeat from Apply in

40

Repetition of line work that translates into light or darkness.

This broad range of line widths and densities allows contrasts of black and white, light
and shadow as well as the gradual fading of forms in the distance.

Repetition of etch plate and drawing production
1. Heat up the build plate and
apply the ground by roller to
surface.
2. Smoke up the ground with beeswax candle
3. alternative - using liquid ground
and apply with brush.

e in reverse - Submerge the plate in acid - Wave away the bubbles with feather - Wash away the acid
it to wash away the grease of the solvent - Apply ink - Wipe away - Wipe again with newspaper - Roll
nk

41
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[DRAWING] //Restitution of perspective rule
[Perspective Foreshortening]
“To reduce or distort (parts of a represented object that are not parallel
to the picture plane) in order to convey the illusion of three-dimensional
space as perceived by the human eye: often done according to the rules
of perspective.”
Perspective foreshortening is used here to distort buildings in the frame
to capture the most aesthetically pleasing angle, this is done with multiple horizon lines. This often romanticises the objects in frame making
them far more beautiful then they actually are.

A1

A1

A2

A1

A2

A2

Tool 01

Restitution of perspective rule
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Tool 02

Lamberts’ contribution to the Restitution

Original artwork

Red line shows what it should look like
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PLANE 01

PLANE 02

PLANE 03

#0002RUIN

3

1

2

Horizon L

ine

Horizon Line

Horizon Line

2

1

1
3
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2

PLANE 02

PLANE 01

2

3

3

HORIZON SHIFT IN THE DRAWING

PLANE 03

1
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[IMAGE] //Ruins viewed through the eyes of
a camera

The emergence of vast amounts of geographically calibrated image data
have now given us the capability to identify the characteristic of a facade
by analysing its [Colour histogram], [Texture by contrast and line
feature], [Texton histogram] and [Gist descriptor & colour]. This then
allows the algorithm [IM2GPS] and its deep learning AI to identify the
location of a building by running against a dataset of over 6 million GPStagged images from the Internet, the result of this is a system that can
give a percentage certainty by distance of the geo-location of where the
image was taken.

Social Media Photo

Within the traditional aesthetic of the facade, this processs has given rise
to new layers which brings new problems and possibilities.
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[VIRTUAL] //Ruins viewed as a 3D virtual space Ruins ‘Saved’

The emergence of virtual reality has given us a ew way of experiencing
the world, it creates a timeless utopia where we can travel to anywhere
at a click of a button. VR also creates new ways we can begin to see
and perceive our physical reality, altering physical states to romanticise
or edit our physical surrounding. Is there a need to travel to the actual
destination when we can see a better version at the comfort of our own
home? If not, what will happen to the current athens?
Captured physicalities are suspended moments in time, are the ruins of
athens in this case saved or destroyed?

Pointcloud scanning
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RUIN
RUIN
RUIN
CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF NATURE
CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF NATURE
CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF NATURE

//RE
//RE
//RE

Restor
Restor
Restor
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[LIVE] //’Ruins’ experienced in their physical form
Due to recent renovation works, one can argue the authenticity of the
existing ruins in Athens, if we begin to modify ruins where its defined as
somewhere between architecture and earth, are we in a way creating a
puesdo ruin? the ruin is no longer a ruin as the transition is being flipped.
; human interaction has alternated its natural state.
The ruin is also not a monument as it still serves no architectural purpose,
the ruin is nothing more than a piece of art sitting in the hills.

RUIN
RUIN

Does this further alter our experience of the city?

RUIN

RUIN

RESTORATION
CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE
HUMANCONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE
INTERVENTION
WITHOUT FUNCTION

PUSEDO
RUIN
RUIN

//

R

CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF NATURE
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CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF NATURE

RUIN

RUIN

RUIN

//RES

Restoration of Existing Ruins

Restora
CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT
CONSTANT
OF NATURE
TIME THROUGH THE CONSTANT
ACT OF NATURE
TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF NATURE

RUIN

//RESET

PUSEDO RUIN

Restoration
CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF NATURE

CONSTANT TIME THROUGH THE ACT OF HUMAN
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A R C H I P E L
O F

P R O T O

RESILIANCE IN PROTOCOLS:
Five existing spatial ideas
for Athens
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[01] \\The Diagonal Commonhold
“The de facto form of an act of common possession over a plane or multitude of planes, for the purpose of common use.”
“A plane is spatially determined at the intersection between horizontal
and/or vertical legal ownership, which forms shared space.”
“Common use is defined as the type of use that consists of an openly
accessible, not-for-profit, occupation and function, which takes place on a
plane or multitude of planes in a building block.”
“The commonhold is placed under the administration of a diagonal
committee; five members elected by the community/proprietors of the
building block in which a commonhold is established.”
(Suggested use: Planes of playspace)
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Plane [RP02]
Plane [RP03]

Plane [SP01]
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diagramatic roof topography

Multitude of planes connected
to form common space
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Empty rooftops in the city centre of Athens used to illustrate the possibility for a diagonal commonhold

Diagonal
Commonhold

Plane [RP01]

#0003PROTOCOLS

[02] \\The Invisible Council
“A site where the Internet forms a plateau of an affirmative common power over ‘indeterminate spaces’.”
“Indeterminate spaces is defined as the public or private space that
remains unoccupied and not exploited in any manner for a continuous
period of five years.”
“A space characterised as an inderterminate space can be subjected to
a diagonal commonhold for the purpose of common use by a temporary
de facto occupation.”
“An invisible council (of five elected local members) undertakes the
responsibility for the possession, maintanance and administration of the
declared as temporarily expropriated inderterminate space.”
(Suggested use: Open air office)
*
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Empty spaces in the city centre of Athens used to illustrate the possibility
to form indeterminate spaces

2

Empty Rooftop
Space

1

Empty Commercial
Space

W
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[03] \\Radical Non-use
“Radical Non-use under certain conditions allows demolition, expropriations and construction of light scaffolding structure in specific semi
abandoned parts of the city.”
“A radical state of Non-use is the de facto state of possession of planes
that remain in a state of non-occupation and non-exploitation, for an
uninterrupted term of five years.”
“The provisional state of Radical Non-use of a plane or part of a plane is
intially established for the duration of a strict two-year provisional term;
also known as the transitional period.”
(Suggested use: Monument square)
*
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Empty spaces in the city centre of Athens used to illustrate the possibility
to form indeterminate spaces from Radical non-use
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[04] \\Rhizome of Non-proprietary Uses
“After the period from Radical Non-use, non-used private commerical
spaces are programmed as an expanding rhizome of planes, allowing
non-proprietary and non-profit common uses.”
“The new common use space is maintained and administered by the
Rhizomatic council. the council is to be composed of five registered
members of the formed diagonal commonhold.”
(Suggested use: Vertical social housing/ places of debate and exhibition)
*
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Common use
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Rhizome Council

Non-Profit Space
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Radical Non-use spaces in the city centre of Athens will go through a
crowdsourced debate on possible regeneration plans to form new common use space.
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[05] \\The Parasitic Council
“This refers to the public space as a plateau where multiple parasitic functions of common use can happen, after being submitted to the Parasitic
Council.”
“The Parasitic council is defined as a council composed of twelve members, which is elected through an online majority voting procedure at the
site of diagonal commonhold.”
“An Urban Hall is defined as the plane, or part of a plane, under public
ownership, which is subjected to a temporary de facto occupation and
conforms with the Greek Constitution.”
(Suggested use: The trench and the arcade)
*
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Play Space

Urban Hall

Work Space

Debate Space
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Empty spaces form new common use spaces with multiple functions
within each other, maintained by a parasitic council.
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Article 25. “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and m
social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployme
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances be
- UN declaration of Human Rights

D E M O C R
Crowdsourcing a democracy
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for the health and well-being
medical care and necessary
ent, sickness, disability,
eyond his control.”

R A C Y -
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#0001DEMOCRACY

[SAMPLE]//SAMPLE sample
SAMPLE sample

Freedom and soverignty - paradox

emerging democracy sliding back to authoritarinism and
falling prey to the rise of populism
Athens Deomcracy Forum - New York Times Event
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#0001VACANCY

[SAMPLE]//SAMPLE sample
SAMPLE sample
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#0001RUINS

VACANCY//Ruins of modern Athens
SAMPLE sample

//Athens in Ruins
Polykatoikia - Multiresidence
from Le corbs Domino houses
. The ruin can be described as a building in transition

Ruins are half buildings and half piles of earth; they are half structure and half random accumulations of building materials. Ruins
are mid-way to being piles of dirt, mountains perhaps closer to
being organically alive. The moment of the inhabited building
is seen as a transition between construction and ruination, both
evolutionary stages in the transformation of land to building and
vice versa.
The transition period between building to earth
Chara (joy) is one of the few polykatoikies that take up an entire
city block, and as such its one of the few buildings with a habitable courtyard. Typically the core of city blocks in Athens is left unused, because law prohibits construction. And where there is no
construction there is also no profit, and so these city block cores
named akalyptoi, were deemed unprofitable and left undeveloped, uninhabited and unused except sometimes as abandoned
dumping grounds.
Old ruin - building to earth
new ruin - building to digital vr, scanlab, is there a need to visit
the real life?
idea of reproduction, fast construction reproduced rapidly across
athens now sits in ruins, vs, reproduction of monumental ruins in
VR questions the existance of physical ruins.
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The concrete frame became synonymous with construction, spreading from the center to the countryside in the
form of 2–3 story concrete frame mini-polykatoikias. In the
80s and thanks to legal loopholes, one could proceed with
construction of such a building even without a building
permit, if the structural frame of the building was completed in two levels. In short, if you wanted to build on land
that was not zoned for building and you didn`t have the
money for a permit, all you had to do was build a concrete
frame quickly without getting caught in the process. This
resulted in hundreds and maybe thousands of Dom-inostyle concrete frames going up under cover of night, and
then becoming as iconic as any classical ruin. These frames
where almost never properly finished as buildings, because the law said to have two floors of frame and people
could only afford to complete one floor. So to be legal in
an illegal way, Greeks semi-inhabited these sometimes
completely unfinished frames as one would inhabit a tree
or a cave. With a few sheets of wind-resistant fabric, some
planks of wood and scrap material, and the concrete
frame becomes a “summer house.” One could say that
these frames are ruins in reverse.
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